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Abstrat: We desribe eah of the three in�nite skew polyhedra and show how

they an be deorated with angular �sh patterns. The in�nite skew polyhedra are

regular polyhedra that repeat in three di�erent diretions in Eulidean 3-spae, and

are natural extensions of the Platoni solids. The �sh patterns we plae on them

are inspired by M.C. Esher. Ordinary �nite polyhedra have been deorated with

patterns for enturies, but to our knowledge, this author is the �rst one to apply

patterns to in�nite polyhedra.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Duth artist M.C. Esher drew patterns on a few Platoni solids (shown in

[Shattshneider 2004℄). Later Doris Shattshneider and Wallae Walker deo-

rated other Platoni solids with Esher patterns [Shattshneider 2005℄.

We show patterns on in�nite skew polyhedra, whih are natural extensions of the

Platoni solids to triply periodi polyhedra. Triply periodi polyhedra are on-

neted polyhedra with translation symmetries in three independent diretions in

Eulidean 3-spae. Figure 1 below shows (a piee of) suh a polyhedron deorated

with angular �sh and olored bakbone lines. The in�nite skew polyhedra are eah
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omposed of opies of a regular polygon, either a square or a regular hexagon. They

are alled �skew� sine their vertex �gures are skew (non-planar) polygons, in fat

these polyhedra are 3-dimensional generalizations of skew polygons [Wikipedia,

2012℄. We deorate eah of the polyhedra with patterns of angular �sh with bi-

lateral symmetry, suh as those exhibited by the Duth artist M.C. Esher in his

hyperboli print Cirle Limit I (a omputer rendition of whih an be seen in

Figure 2 below). The bakbone lines of the �sh lie on Eulidean lines that are

embedded in the polyhedra.

These polyhedra have the same topology as orresponding triply periodi min-

imal surfaes (TPMS); for information on TPMS's see [Shoen, 2013℄. In fat

eah orresponding TPMS has embedded Eulidean lines that are the same as the

bakbone lines of the �sh. Sine eah TPMS is a minimal surfae, it has neg-

ative urvature, and thus its universal overing surfae has the same large sale

geometry as the hyperboli plane. So we an theoretially transfer a pattern on

an in�nite skew polyhedron �rst to the orresponding TPMS and then from the

TPMS to the hyperboli plane. Consequently we an think of the transferred pat-

tern in the hyperboli plane as the universal overing pattern for the pattern on

the polyhedron. In this two-step transformation, the bakbone lines embedded in

the polyhedra beome hyperboli lines in the hyperboli plane.

In the next setion, we begin with a review of regular tessellations and triply pe-

riodi polyhedra, and explain how they are related via minimal surfaes. Then we

disuss �sh patterns on eah of the three the in�nite skew polyhedra in Setions 3,

4, and 5. Finally, we indiate possibilities for other patterns on in�nite polyhedra.

2. REGULAR TESSELLATIONS AND PERIODIC POLY-

HEDRA

We use the Shlä�i symbol {p, q} to denote the regular tessellation formed by opies

of a regular p-sided polygon, or p-gon, with q of them meeting at eah vertex. If

(p − 2)(q − 2) > 4, {p, q} is a tessellation of the hyperboli plane, otherwise it

is Eulidean or spherial. In partiular {4, 4}, {3, 6}, and {6, 3} are the familiar

Eulidean tessellations, and {3, 3}, {3, 4}, {3, 5}, {4, 3}, and {5, 3} are spherial

tessellations orresponding to the Platoni solids. Figure 2 shows how Esher's

Cirle Limit I pattern is based on the {6, 4} tessellation.

An in�nite skew polyhedron has p-gons for faes, translation symmetries in three

independent diretions, and symmetry group that is transitive on �ags, where
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Figure 1: A piee of the {4, 6|4} polyhedron
deorated with angular �sh.

Figure 2: A omputer rendition of Esher's

Cirle Limit I pattern with the {6,4} tessel-

lation superimposed.

a �ag is any triple onsisting of a vertex, an edge ontaining that vertex, and

a fae ontaining that edge. They were disovered in 1926 by John Petrie and

H.S.M. Coxeter who designated them by the extended Shlä�i symbol {p, q|n},

indiating that there are q p-gons around eah vertex and n-gonal holes [Wikipedia,

2012℄. There are exatly three of them, {4, 6|4} (shown in Figure 1), {6, 4|4}, and

{6, 6|3}. We disuss �sh patterns on them in the next three setions.

3. A FISH PATTERN ON THE {4, 6|4} POLYHEDRON

One an see by examining Figure 1 that the {4, 6|4} polyhedron is based on the

ubi lattie in 3-spae. In fat it divides 3-spae into two omplementary on-

gruent solids. Eah of the solids is omposed of �hub� ubes with �strut� ubes on

eah of its faes, with eah strut ube onneting two hub ubes.

In the pattern of Figure 1, the bakbones of the �sh in a horizontal plane lie

along parallel red lines or parallel yellow lines that are perpendiular to the red

lines. Similarly for planes faing the lower left, �sh bakbones lie along green

and yan lines; and for planes faing the lower right, the bakbones lie along blue

and magenta lines. Also there are two kinds of verties: those where red, blue,

and green bakbone lines interset (at 60 degree angles), and those where yan,

magenta, and yellow lines interset. Figure 3 shows a lose-up view of the latter
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Figure 3: A vertex view of the �sh pattern on the {4, 6|4} polyhedron.

kind of vertex. Figure 4 shows the universal overing pattern of Figure 1, inluding

the olored bakbone lines. The bakbone lines of the �sh in Figures 1 and 3 are

losely related to the Shwarz P-surfae (the P stands for Primative), sine they

all lie on that surfae (for information on the P-surfae, a TPMS, see [Shoen,

2013℄). Figure 5 shows the P-surfae with the embedded lines. One an see that

they are the same as the bakbone lines of Figure 1. In fat the bakbone lines

form skew rhombi, whih an be seen in Figures 1 and 3. If these rhombi are

spanned by soap �lms, i.e. minimal surfaes, one obtains the Shwarz P-surfae.

4. A FISH PATTERN ON THE {6, 4|4} POLYHEDRON

The {6, 4|4} polyhedron is the dual of the {4, 6|4} polyhedron in whih eah vertex

is replaed by a hexagon. The {4, 6|4} polyhedron is based on the bi-trunated,

ubi, spae-�lling tessellation by trunated otahedra. The {6, 4|4} polyhedron

divides spae into two sets of trunated otahedra, the trunated otahedra of eah

set being onneted by their square faes. Figure 6 shows the bakbone lines of the

�sh pattern on the {6, 4|4} polyhedron, whih are the same lines as the bakbone

lines of the �sh in Figure 1, whih is not surprising sine the polyhedra are duals

to eah other. Consequently the TPMS orresponding to the {6, 4|4} polyhedron
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Figure 4: A hyperboli plane pattern orresponding to Figure 1.

Figure 5: Shwarz's P-surfae showing embedded lines.
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Figure 6: A piee of the {6, 4|4} polyhedron deorated with angular �sh.

is the same as that of the {4, 6|4} polyhedron: the Shwarz P-surfae. Figure 7

shows a top view of the polyhedron of Figure 6, in whih some of the bakbone

lines beome more apparent. Figure 8 shows the �hyperboli overing pattern� of

Figures 6 and 7.

4. A FISH PATTERN ON THE {6, 6|3} POLYHEDRON

The self-dual {6, 6|3} polyhedron may be the most di�ult to understand. It

is formed from trunated tetrahedra with their triangular faes removed. Suh

�missing� triangular faes from four trunated tetrahedra are then plaed in a

tetrahedral arrangement (around a small invisible tetrahedron). Figure 9 shows a

side view of a {6, 6|3} polyhedron deorated with angular �sh. Figure 10 shows a

top view looking down at one of the verties (where six hexagons meet). Figure 11

shows the orresponding universal overing pattern based on the {6, 6} tessellation.

The orresponding TPMS to the {6, 6|3} polyhedron is the Shwarz D-surfae (the

D stands for Diamond; see [Shoen, 2013℄). The Shwarz D-surfae divides spae

into two ongruent parts, eah with the shape of a thikened diamond lattie.
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Figure 7: A top view of the {6, 4|4} polyhedron deorated with angular �sh.

Figure 8: The pattern in the hyperboli plane orresponding to Figure 6.
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Figure 9: A piee of the {6, 6|3} polyhedron deorated with angular �sh.

Figure 10: A top view of a pattern of �sh on the {6, 6|3} polyhedron shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 11: The pattern in the hyperboli plane orresponding to Figures 9 and 10.

The bakbone lines of Figure 9 are embedded lines in the Shwarz D-surfae. As

with the {4, 6|4} and {6, 4|4} polyhedra, the bakbone lines form skew rhombi.

And as before, if the rhombi of the {6, 6|3} pattern are spanned by soap �lms,

i.e. minimal surfaes, one obtains the Shwarz D-surfae in this ase. Figure 12

shows a piee of the Shwarz D-surfae within a rhombi dodeahedron, and sine

rhombi dodeahedra �ll spae, one an obtain the entire Shwarz D-surfae.

3. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have shown �sh patterns on eah of the in�nite skew polyhedra. It would be

interesting to plae other patterns on these polyhedra too. Although it has been

known for 85 years that there are only three in�nite skew polyhedron, the more

general uniform triply periodi polyhedra have not been lassi�ed, but a number of

examples are known. It would be hallenging not only to plae mathematially and

artistially interesting patterns on the known polyhedra, but even more hallenging

to disover new polyhedra.
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Figure 12: A piee of the Shwarz D-surfae within a rhombi dodeahedron.
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